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Perovskite solar cells hold promise for cost-effective, high-efficiency renewable energy generation;
yet their commercialization is hindered by progress towards scalable fabricationmethods. Roll-to-roll
processing is a promising solution for large-scale production, and the incorporation of Roll-to-roll
coated carbon electrodes offers several additional advantages, including low-costmanufacturing and
high-stability. Introducing a compatible hole transporting layer between perovskite and carbon
significantly improves performance. Here we present a study comparing four interlayers (Spiro-
MeOTAD, PTAA, PEDOT, and P3HT) in printed devices, assessing efficiency, stability, and scalability.
Our results reveal that spiro-MeOTAD and PTAA was not compatible with the carbon electrode
however PEDOT and P3HT showed promising results. Beyond photovoltaic performance,
comparison of P3HT and PEDOT in terms of stability, toxicity, and cost reveals that P3HT can be a
superior choice for scaling up manufacturing. These findings offer valuable insights for optimizing
perovskite solar cells performance in scalable production via roll-to-roll printing.

Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) offer a promising alternative to conventional
silicon-based solar cells due to their high-power conversion efficiency (PCE)
and cost-effectiveness1–3. They can be manufactured using simple techni-
ques and are compatible with flexible substrates, making them suitable for
large-scale commercialization and integration into emerging applications
such as low light internet of things devices and building-integrated
photovoltaics4–9. This development can play a key role in the shift towards
sustainable and renewable energy sources.

Although PSCs have shown tremendous potential in laboratory-scale
devices, their widespread commercialization has been hindered by the
remaining challenges associated with their scalability, stability and pro-
duction costs10–13. However, there have been promising reports on the
successful scaling and enhanced stability of these devices recently.

In terms of the scale-up of PSCs, a diverse array of techniques has been
investigated, each offering unique benefits and facing distinct challenges.
These methods include solution-based14,15 approaches such as slot-die,
blade, and spray coatings, along with inkjet printing. Additionally,

evaporation techniques16–18, notably thermal evaporation and flash infrared
annealing, have been utilized. Furthermore, hybrid techniques19,20 are
emerging as a promising approach. These involve combining solution
processing for specific layers, like the perovskite absorber, with vacuum
processes, such as sputtering or evaporation, for creating contacts or buffer
layers. While all these techniques play a crucial role and warrant serious
research consideration, solution-based techniques stand out for certain
practical advantages16,20,21. These advantages include cost-effectiveness, ease
of coating, and a clearer path to commercialization when compared to
evaporation and hybrid methods22. Unlike evaporation methods that
require costly high-vacuumsystems, solution-based approaches use simpler
and more affordable equipment, significantly reducing production expen-
ses. Additionally, these methods are inherently suited for large-scale pro-
duction, particularly through roll-to-roll (R2R) processing, which is key for
industrial scalability. In terms of operational simplicity, solution-based
techniques offer easier optimization of film thickness and are more adap-
table to a variety of substrates compared to the precision and complexity
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required in vacuum-based evaporation and hybridmethods. This simplicity
not only lessens production challenges but also speeds up the transition
from lab-scale research to commercial products.

To achieve solution-based scalability, the R2R coating techniques,
including spray, gravure, knife/blade, and slot-die coating, have emerged as
a promising approach23–28. These techniques enable high-throughput
deposition of the solution-based materials onto flexible substrates in a
continuous manner, facilitating efficient, reproducible, and low-cost pro-
duction of PSCs on a large scale.While each of these techniques plays a role
in the production of inline perovskite photovoltaics, most are not versatile
enough to be used for inline full-device coatings. For example, while spray
coating leads to highly efficient perovskite devices29–31, it introduces envir-
onmental and health risks in large-area R2R manufacturing due to the
spread and aerosolizationof solvents, particularly those that are highly toxic.
This factor restricts its use in applying the perovskite layer, particularly in
open spaces32. Additionally, this technique tends to consume significantly
more solution compared to other R2R coating methods33. In contrast, R2R
blade coating and slot-die (SD) coating methods present fewer environ-
mental concerns due to significantly lower solution consumption and
greater control over the coating area34–36. Blade coating offers benefits,
including the ability to use a wide range of fluids, encompassing both high
and low viscosities37. In addition, blade coating is more advantageous at the
lab scale compared to slot-die coating, as it avoids issues with dead volume
encountered in the latter. This results in reduced ink consumption for small
batch processing38,39. However, compared to slot-die, blade coating can have
challenges in achieving uniformity in the deposited layers, due to reduced
control of the coating parameters, especially over large areas. Slot-die
coating typically offers faster coating speeds than spray coating and inkjet
printing. Additionally, it allows for more precise control of layer thickness
and uniformity compared to spray coating, blade coating, and gravure
coating. These advantages make slot-die coating a superior choice among
roll-to-roll compatible coating methods40,41. Previous studies have success-
fully employed the R2R slot-die coating method to deposit all the layers,
except for the top electrode, which is typically made of a precious and rare
metal (gold or silver) which is deposited through thermal evaporation,
making it incompatible with ambient roll-to-roll processing32,42–47.

Carbon electrodes have garnered considerable attention as a viable
option for employment in PSCs, owing not only to their hydrophobic
characteristics and high thickness, which enhance the stability of the cells,
but also to their compatibility with the coating processes associated with
roll-to-roll manufacturing48–50. Additionally, carbon electrodes offer further
advantages such as cost-effectiveness, high flexibility, and the ability to
achieve PCEs that are comparable to those achieved with conventional
metal electrodes51,52.

Despite the advantages offered by carbon electrodes, they still present
certain challenges, particularly in terms of weak charge transfer when
directly coatedon topof theperovskite layer, owing topoor interface contact
and high energy level difference between perovskite and carbon53–55.
Additionally, the compatibility of the solvent system used with the under-
lying layers poses a significant hindrance when coating carbon on con-
ventional hole-transporting interlayers. To address both issues, various
studies have suggestedmethods to tailor the energy level alignment, such as
implementing appropriate surface treatments, using compatible interlayers,
or adding proper dopants to the solution before coating, to improve the
charge transfer from perovskite to carbon55–59. Notably, a recent study in
using carbon ink as a solution-based material have enabled successful R2R
printing of all layers in PSCs, including the top electrode, representing a
significantmilestone in implementing this technology60.However, thiswork
focussed exclusively on PEDOT without considering the wider opportu-
nities for alternative materials.

In this study, we introduce a facile approach in the field of R2R per-
ovskite solar cells, specifically focusing on the compatibility of hole- trans-
porting materials (HTLs) with the R2R coating process in terms of toxicity,
scalability, stability, and costs in the context of carbon electrode-based cells.
This research is pivotal for understanding the integration challenges and

potential ofHTLs in scalable andpractical solar cell applications.Despite the
extensive bodyof researchonperovskite solar cells, there is anotable scarcity
of studies concentratingonperovskite solar cells’R2Rproduction.Ourwork
addresses this gap, providing key insights into the challenges of scaling up
and bridging the divide between lab-scale experimentation and industrial-
scale feasibility. Here, we have conducted an in-depth comparative analysis
of four widely used HTL materials: spiro-MeOTAD, PEDOT, PTAA, and
P3HT. Our goals are to evaluate their scalability, influence on device per-
formance, and stability across varying humidity and temperature condi-
tions. Thiswork aims to deepen our understanding of the role of theseHTLs
on device performance in combination with a functional carbon electrode.
The criteria used to select an appropriateHTL includes its ability tomitigate
the poor extraction of charge by the carbon, its dissolution in an orthogonal
and low-toxic non-halogenated solvent, and its additivemoisture protection
to the perovskite layer.

Results and discussion
Device configuration
Ourprevious studypresented the successful implementation of R2R slot-die
coating for all layers in a perovskite device, including a carbon top
electrode60. Through that work, we uncovered the substantial influence of
the PEDOT layer on modifying the perovskite/HTL/carbon interface,
thereby demonstrating its significant impact on the overall device perfor-
mance. Building upon these findings, the present study focuses on investi-
gating conventional HTLs as potential R2R-friendly alternatives to PEDOT
in planar NIP stacks.

Despite producing aworking device, PEDOT (commercially known as
HTL SOLAR3), exhibited limitations in terms of solubility in envir-
onmentally friendly solvents and scalability for cost-effective mass pro-
duction. These limitations ledus to search for an alternativeHTLmaterial to
address these challenges and pave the way for more sustainable, and cost-
effective perovskite solar cell fabrication processes.

Figure 1 illustrates the schematic of our stack, encompassing the HTL
candidates: spiro-MeOTAD, PTAA, P3HT, and PEDOT which have
potential for integration into the R2R coating process.

In selecting the four HTLs for our study, we strategically chose those
that not only are among the most widely used in the NIP stack planar
perovskite solar cells but also exhibit several key advantages that align with
the objectives of high-performance and scalable solar cell production. These
materials have consistently demonstrated the highest reported device per-
formances, underscoring their effectiveness in enhancing the efficiency of
perovskite solar cells61. Additionally, their selection was influenced by
practical considerations: these HTLs are known for their ease of coating, a
critical factor for ensuring uniform thin films essential for optimal device
operation62–65. Moreover, their compatibility with R2R coating processes
was a decisive factor, as it enables scalable and cost-effective manufacturing
of solar panels. Our focus on these materials is intended to provide deeper
insights into their potential for commercial-scale applications, addressing
both performance and manufacturability aspects critical for the transition
from laboratory research to industrial production.

Also, other criteria forHTL selection in this studywas based on energy
band alignment and prior demonstration in slot-die coating. The band
energy alignment comparison between these four HTLs is also shown
separately in Supplementary Fig. 1.

The energy level diagrams depicted in the schematic demonstrate the
excellent compatibility of all fourmaterials with their bottomand top layers,
indicating their suitability for coating between the perovskite and carbon
layers. Moreover, the solvents used for dissolving these materials are com-
patible with the perovskite layer, underscoring their potential for utilization
in slot-die coating techniques. Nonetheless, this comparative study has
yielded contrasting outcomes when attempting to scale up the process.
Several factors, suchasoperational considerations related to slot-die coating,
compatibility with carbon ink, photovoltaic performance, device stability,
cost, and toxicity of the selected solvents, have displayed noticeable varia-
tions among these HTL materials.
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Notably, we employed 2-methylanisole as the solvent in our carbon ink
on top of these four HTLs. 2-Methylanisole stands as the green solvent
choice for carbon inks due to its unique ability to yield a homogeneous and
well-dispersed ink mixture, essential for uniform layer coatings in the R2R
process. The choice of 2-methylanisole was necessitated by the fact that, up
to the present, it was the sole viable option available within the scope of our
knowledge that could be effectively utilized in a fully R2R coating of PSCs
with carbon electrodes. Consequently, this study places particular emphasis
on assessing the compatibility of the HTL choices with 2-methylanisole,
given its pivotal role as the preferred solvent.

In the subsequent sections, an extensive analysis of each of these four
layers has been conducted individually.

Spiro-MeOTAD
Among the various HTLs in the perovskite NIP stack, Spiro-MeOTAD,
particularly when combined with dopants such as LiTFSI, 4-tert-
butylpyridine (tBP), and FK209, has emerged as the most used. This pre-
ference stems from its exceptional charge transfer properties and its ability
to facilitate the formation of uniform and compactHTL layers through easy
film formation. However, the results depicted in Fig. 2 reveal that despite its
prevalence in spin-coated devices with gold electrodes, Spiro-MeOTAD
exhibits notably poor performance in PSCs with carbon top electrodes,
resulting in significantly low device efficiency.

Both devices were fabricated using the same method for depositing all
the layers except for the top electrode. Considering the high conductivity
(sheet resistance: 5Ω sq−1) of our compact and uniform carbon electrode,
we began to question the compatibility of the carbon ink with spiro and
whether the drying process of the carbon layer alters the chemical structure
of the layer composition. Either of these scenarios could result in a weak
HTL between the perovskite and top electrode (Fig. 2a).

This discrepancy can be attributed to reduced charge transfer or
increased charge recombination from the perovskite to the carbon electrode
in the spiro/carbon setup, whereas the spiro/gold configuration demon-
strates significantly higher current density leads to higher PV performance.
Figure 2b EQE results also confirm the concept. Devices with a gold top
electrode exhibit much higher current density and EQE, indicating lower

recombination and improved charge extraction. Further supporting this
idea are the additional characterizations we conducted, particularly XPS
results (Supplementary Fig. 2 and Supplementary Table 1) of the Spiro layer
before and after solvent washing. The XPS maps revealed significant com-
positional changes in the Spiro layer post-washing, including the removal of
additives (Li, F, Co fromLiTFSI andFK209) and alterations in the elemental
composition, with decreases in nitrogen and oxygen and an increase in
carbon. Moreover, the observed increase in surface concentrations of lead
and iodide post-washing, while indicative of some layer removal, was not
substantial enough to suggest complete elimination of the Spiro layer.
Rather, these findings point towards decomposition or structural alteration
of the Spiro layer, leading to a loss of its hole-transporting properties. The
similarity of the JV curves and plot box PCE results of devices with and
without the spiro layer further supports the notion that the spiro layer is
partially removed and chemically altered upon coating with the carbon
layer, as depicted in Fig. 2c. Furthermore, actual photos of perovskite/spiro
samples also demonstrate noticeable changes. Heating the layer slightly
changes the color of spiro, due to composition changes (XPSSupplementary
Table 1), while washing it with carbon ink solvent (2-methylanisole)
completely removes the layer, as shown in Fig. 2d.

PTAA
PTAAstands out as a highly promising interlayer owing to its advantageous
hole-transporting properties and remarkable thermal stability, making it a
compelling candidate. To assess its potential, we conducted a performance
analysis and compatibility evaluation of PTAA (inO-xylene) in our carbon
electrode-based PSCs. As part of the compatibility assessment, we prepared
glass/perovskite/PTAA samples and subsequently treated them with our
carbon ink solvent, 2-methylanisole. Figure 3a clearly demonstrates a
noticeable alteration in the quenching ability of the layer. To gain further
insights, we also conducted XPS mappings for similar samples before and
after washing by 2-methylanisole (Fig. 3b, Supplementary Fig. 2, and Sup-
plementary Table 2).

To determine the coverage of the PTAA on the perovskite layer, two
elements, iodide and lead,were examined on the surface. FromFig. 3b, prior
to washing, it is apparent that the sample effectively covers the underlying

Fig. 1 | Schematic of R2R-coated perovskite solar cells with carbon electrode. The figure illustrates the design of NIP stack [tin oxide (SnO2)/ perovskite (MAPI)/HTL/
Carbon] perovskite solar cells with various hole-transporting material candidates, including spiro-MeOTAD, PTAA, P3HT, and PEDOT.
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perovskite layer, providing complete coverage. The XPSmap obtained after
washing the sample with the solvent serves as corroborating evidence (signs
of iodide and lead on the surface), supporting the hypothesis that the carbon
ink is partially removing the PTAA underneath. In conjunction with these
results, we compared the photovoltaic performance of carbon electrode
devices to that of gold electrode devices. JV curves and PCE plot box results
of Fig. 3c, d clearly show that PTAA/gold devices displayed an improvement

in efficiency as PTAA concentration (thickness) increased. To achieve
greater thicknesses, we also produced PSCs with double-coated PTAA
layers, and the curves reveal that higher concentrations of PTAA with
double coatings resulted in higher current density (Fig. 3c, d). In contrast,
Fig. 3e, f show PTAA/carbon devices exhibited consistently low efficiency
without changes across all concentrations.We also observed that all the gold
electrode devices displayed s-shape curves, confirming the earlierfindingsof

Fig. 2 | Characterization of perovskite solar cells with spiro-MeOTAD as
the HTL. a, b J–V, plot box and EQE curves of MAPI/spiro/ gold and MAPI/spiro/
carbon samples, c J–V curve of perovskite/carbon and perovskite/spiro/carbon

devices (with statistical results), d top-view photos of spiro coated perovskite sam-
ples before and after heating at 110 °C or washing by 2-methylanisole solvent.

Fig. 3 | Characterization of perovskite solar cells with PTAA as the HTL behind
carbon top electrode. a, b Steady-state PL spectra and XPS spectra mapping (for I
and Pb) of MAPI/ PTAA samples before and after washing by 2-methylanisole and,

c–f JV curves and statistical distribution of PCE of PSCs with different concentra-
tions (thicknesses) of PTAA as the HTL with gold (c, d) and carbon (e, f) top
electrodes.
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weak PL quenching prior to solvent washing. Even though the PTAA/ gold
devices were operational (optimized PCE ~12%), they may not be the best-
performing choice for an HTL unless additional optimizations are carried
out. In the case of PTAA/ carbon electrode PSCs, similar PV performance,
regardless of layer thickness or solution concentration alongwith the results
of PL and XPS, strongly suggests that PTAA and 2-methylanisole are
incompatible.

P3HT
After delving into the drawbacks and compatibility challenges linked to
spiro and PTAA as HTLs coated with 2-methylanisole-based carbon, our
focus shifted towards another promising hole-transportingmaterial known
to be insoluble in 2-methylanisole: P3HT. P3HT has garnered widespread
recognition due to its remarkable attributes as a conductive, stable, and
economical HTL in PSCs. It is worth noting that P3HT exhibits high
solubility in highly toxic solvents- chlorobenzene and chloroform, both of
which have workplace exposure limits due to their potential health hazards.
The usage of chlorobenzene is constrained due to its low Workplace
Exposure Limit (WEL), which is set at ACGIH 8-hour time-weighted
average (TWA) limit of 10ppm. Chloroform also has the same ACGIH 8-h
TWA limit of 10ppm, making both unsuitable for scaling up coating sys-
tems. Consequently, its application is limited to small volumes to ensure
compliance with safe usage limits. Alternatively, handling larger quantities
of chlorobenzene would necessitate implementing rigorous and costly
containment and monitoring measures. Moreover, the environmental
impact stemming from the use of chlorinated solvents poses additional
concerns when considering large-scale usage. Thus, our initial focus was to
use alternative solvents with low toxicity, aiming for complete dissolution
of P3HT.

To address this challenge, we considered comparing the solubility of
P3HT in low (O-Xylene), medium (toluene), and highly (chlorobenzene)
toxic solvents. The first two solvents, compared to chlorobenzene and
chloroform, offer higherWELACGIHTWAvalues of 50ppm (for toluene)
and 100ppm(forO-xylene), signifying lower toxicity levels. As a result, they

provide safer options for handling and working within an open workspace
environment typical of roll-to-roll. Supplementary Table 3 provides an
overviewof the toxicity hazards associatedwith chlorobenzene, toluene, and
O-xylene.

To determine the optimal solubility within our potential low-toxic
solvent system, we examined varying concentrations of P3HT in these
solvents.Our observations indicated thatwhen placed on a hotplate at 70 °C
(Fig. 4a), all three solvents, exhibited a strong ability to dissolve P3HT.
However, the behavior of P3HT in toluene andO-xylene differed from that
in chlorobenzene when cooled down to room temperature. These solutions
underwent a rapid transition from a clear, orange-colored liquid to a dark,
gel-like phase. (see Fig. 4b).

It also appears that P3HT with a higher molecular weight exhibits a
reduced inclination to transform from a coil-shaped into a rod-shaped
polymer, as well as a diminished propensity to transition from a rod-shaped
polymer to a gel-like state (crystallization)66. Figure 4c demonstrates that the
P3HT with molecular weight (MW) 50–70 K, in comparison to the P3HT
with MW 30–60 K, is less prone to undergoing gelation. To prolong the
durability and delay the gelation process of the P3HT solution in O-xylene,
for spin-coated PSCs, we utilized sonication for 10minutes prior to appli-
cation. This postponed the gelation process and enhanced the solution’s
longevity.

In contrast to the PL quenching observed for spiro and PTAA, the PL
spectra for the P3HT layer before and after washing by 2-methylanisole,
exhibits excellent quenching, indicating efficient charge transfer and high-
lights its high compatibility with this carbon ink (Fig. 4d). To evaluate the
performance of P3HT HTL in our spin-coated devices, we conducted
optimizations on the P3HT concentration and its dopants, LiTFSI and tBP.
Figure 4e presents the J–V curves and box plot results for the optimized
P3HT concentration of 20mgml−1 in O-xylene, with varying amounts of
dopants (LiTFSI:tBP 1:1). The plot box in Fig. 4e reveals that the upper limit
for the concentration of dopants in our P3HT solution is observed to be
40 μL. Beyond this concentration, the layer’s quality is severely compro-
mised, resulting in a complete lack of PV performance in the corresponding

Fig. 4 | Characterization of perovskite solar cells with P3HT as the HTL behind
carbon top electrode. P3HT solutions in Chlorobenzene, toluene, and O-xylene
a on a hotplate at 70 °C, b cooled down to room temperature (RT), c low and high
molecular weight P3HT inO-xylene aged at RT in a 60 min period of time, d steady-

state PL spectra of MAPI/P3HT before and after washing by 2-methylanisole,
e statistical distribution of PCE of PSCs with dopant engineered P3HT, and f J–V
curves of MAPI/ P3HT/ Carbon devices with P3HT solution in chlorobenzene and
in O-xylene.
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device. The results validate that adding 30 μL of LiTFSI:tBP in a 1ml P3HT
solution, with a ratio of 1:1, yields the highest PCE.

Furthermore, Fig. 4f shows a comparison of the performance between
P3HT layers coated with solutions in O-xylene and chlorobenzene. The
highest achieved PCE for P3HT in O-xylene is 12.87%, while for chlor-
obenzene it is 13.71%. This disparity can be attributed to the superior
dissolution capability of P3HT in chlorobenzene compared to O-xylene,
which leads to differences in carrier dynamics. However, the results also
indicate thatO-xylene can serve as a promising low-toxic alternative solvent
to the highly toxic chlorobenzene. It is important to reiterate that while
chlorobenzene has been employed for slot-die coating of P3HT layers
(under fume hood), its utilization presents challenges in an openworkspace
when transitioning to an R2R process due to exposure limits. Considering
PVperformance alongwith the toxicity concerns, it appears thatO-xylene is
a promising alternative solvent for dissolving P3HT and coating over a
larger area.

PEDOT
Lastly, with regards to the PEDOTHTL, as mentioned earlier, our previous
study showcased its exceptional performance as an interlayer between
perovskite and carbon. Although this work, here, does not focus on further
optimizations of PEDOT, we refer to the findings of our prior study to
enhance the discussion60.

Overview of the four HTLs performance
In the following section,we transition from the individual analysis of eachof
the four HTLs to a comparative examination of their respective character-
istics. Herein, we discuss further why both P3HT and PEDOT demonstrate
compatibility with our fully R2R manufacturing approach for device
fabrication.

From Fig. 5a, roughness comparison of spiro, PTAA, P3HT, and
PEDOT layers before and after washing for solvent compatibility testing
revealed that initially, the spiro layer boasted the smoothest surface (RMS:

2.45 nm, mean: 9.03 nm) among the four HTLs. However, its roughness
significantly increased post-washing (RMS: 11.26 nm, mean: 36.9 nm),
converging towards the range observed for the perovskite layer (RMS:
14.5 nm, mean: 38.33 nm). Similarly, PTAA also exhibited increased
roughness after washing (RMS: 10.42 nm, mean: 41.9 nm) compared to its
pre-wash state (RMS: 5.31 nm,mean: 23.4 nm). In contrast, both P3HTand
PEDOT displayed minimal changes in roughness before and after solvent
washing, indicating another proof of their compatibility with the solvent.
These findings underscore the importance of accounting for solvent com-
patibility when selecting hole transportmaterials for perovskite solar cells to
enhance device performance and stability.

The steady-state PL and TRPL results of MAPI/spiro, MAPI/PTAA,
MAPI/PEDOT, and MAPI/P3HT samples for solvent compatibility also
show both P3HT and PEDOT have similar trend before and after washing.
Also, the results of PL and TRPL show slightly greater quenching and
shorter decay times in the P3HT sample compared to PEDOT (refer to
Fig. 5b, d). Based on these results and along with the PCEs of the relevant
devices (Fig. 5c), we can deduce that the increased quenching and reduced
decay time observed in P3HT are attributable to a higher rate of charge
recombination associated with layer defect.

Figure 5c presents a statistical PV performance of the devices using the
investigated HTLs (also see Supplementary Figs. 3–6). Upon comparing
devices without HTLs, it becomes evident that there is no noticeable
improvement in those utilizing spiro and PTAA, as expected. In contrast,
devices incorporating P3HT and PEDOT exhibit significant enhancements
in efficiency. As previously mentioned, the low performance of the devices
using spiro and PTAA is attributed to their partial removal by
2-methylanisole during the carbon electrode coating process. On the other
hand, the enhanced PV performance observed in devices employing P3HT
andPEDOT indicates not only their compatibility with 2-methylanisole but
also their high charge-selecting ability, underscoring their potential for
successful integration in the R2R configuration.While devices with PEDOT
(HTLSOLAR3) exhibit a slightlyhigherPCE%thanP3HT, the advantageof

Fig. 5 | Performance overview of four various HTLS: spiro-MeOTAD, PTAA,
P3HT andPEDOT. aAFMofMAPI sample as control and fourHTLs coated on top
of MAPI before and after washing by 2-methylanisole, b Steady-state PL, c PCE

Statistical distribution, and dTRPL spectra of samples with spiro, PTAA, P3HT, and
PEDOT HTLs.
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P3HT lies in its solubility in less toxic solvent (O-xylene), rendering it amore
favorable choice for R2R coating systems.

Figure 6a, b show the ISOSD3dark (65 °C, 85%RH) and ISOSD1dark
(at 25 °C, 70%RH) stability test results for unencapsulated devices, pro-
viding valuable insights into the role of PEDOT and P3HT carbon layers in
enhancing stability.

When tested under the D3 condition (at 65 °C and 85% RH), devices
incorporating PEDOT demonstrated slightly better stability compared to
those using P3HT. After 250min, the devices with PEDOT retained 70% of
its initial PCE, whereas the P3HT-based cell preserved 60%. In comparison
to conventional spiro/gold devices, both the PEDOT/carbon and P3HT/
carbon devices exhibit remarkable humidity and temperature stability.

The D1 stability measurement results demonstrate that the devices
with P3HT as the layer exhibits superior long-term stability, retaining over
85% of its initial PCE after 90 days. The devices using PEDOT also
demonstrate considerable stability, maintaining over 75% of its initial PCE.

This high stability is attributed to the inherent hydrophobic properties
of PEDOT, P3HT, and carbon creating a barrier that effectively repels
moisture from infiltrating the perovskite layer and causing high
degradation.

Cross-section images (Fig. 6c, d) of SnO2/MAPI/P3HT/ Carbon and
SnO2/MAPI/PEDOT/Carbon reveal that both HTLs establish a favorable
interface with the perovskite and carbon layers. The cross-sectional images
also provide insight into the thickness of each layer. The mean thickness
measurements are as follows: SnO2 is 41 ± 7 nm, MAPI is 460 ± 31 nm,
P3HT is 138 ± 33 nm, and PEDOT is 136 ± 44 nm.

R2R slot-die-coated devices
Building upon the promising results obtained from lab-scale devices
employingP3HT/carbon andPEDOT/carbon, the next stepwas to fabricate
the slot-die R2R-coated devices. Detailed information regarding the coating
process of the layers can be found in the experimental section.

As previously stated, the P3HT solution in O-xylene (as a non-
halogenated low-toxic solvent), tends to form a gel-like phase after being
kept at room temperature for approximately 1 hour. While this is not a

significant concern when employing the spin-coating method, it poses
challenges during slot-die coating. The solution tends to agglomeratewithin
the syringe tube before passing through the slot-die head, resulting in an
uneven layer with agglomerated particles present on the surface. Figure 7a
shows the photos of the P3HT solution (20mgml−1, spin-coated optimized
concentration) with agglomerated particles inside the wall of the tubes.

To mitigate this issue, we assessed lower concentrations of P3HT in
O-xylene from 20 to 1mgml−1. Figure 7b compares the durability of the
P3HT solutions with different concentrations (20, 15, 10, 5, and 1mgml−1)
inO-xylene and chlorobenzene.Basedon the photographof the vials kept at
room temperature for 24 h, concentrations below 10mgml−1 of P3HT in
O-xylene showed no signs of gelation.

Figure 7c lends additional support to the idea that P3HT, when dis-
solved in O-xylene at concentrations below 10mgml−1, does not aggregate
along the tube walls.

Figure 7d shows the results of the spin-coated devices with different
concentrations of P3HT. By decreasing the concentration from 20 to
1mgml−1, the PCE was slightly decreased due to its lower thicknesses.
Regarding the transition from spincoating to slot-die, both 5 and 1mgml−1

P3HT solutions in O-xylene were nicely coated with the slot-die coating
method in sheet-to-sheet and roll-to-roll machines. Finally, to evaluate the
performance of the R2R-printed device with PEDOT and P3HTHTLs, the
substrates were manually diced into smaller segments, similar in size to our
spin-coated devices. Randomly selected samples were then measured using
conventional methods. From the JV curves of Fig. 7e, the R2R-printed
perovskite devices usingPEDOTexhibited thehighestPCEof10.6%.Onthe
other hand, the devices using P3HT demonstrated a slightly lower PCE of
9.8%. The results show very close efficiencies for both PEDOT and P3HT,
making them equally excellent choices for HTL in R2R PSC device fabri-
cation. While our devices demonstrate equivalent PV performance with
both PEDOT and P3HT, choosing P3HT is more advantageous due to its
superior humidity stability and the use of less toxic solvents in its solution. It
is worth highlighting that, along with the low-toxic solvent o-xylene in our
P3HT solution, all the other layers in our N-I-P stack devices have also
employed green or low-toxic solvents: DI water for SnO2, acetonitrile as a

Fig. 6 | Dark stability test and cross-sectional SEM images of full NIP stack PSC
devices. a Thermal/humidity stability test under 85% H at 65 °C and b Humidity
stability test under 70%H at room temperature for P3HT/ carbon, PEDOT/ carbon,

and spiro/ gold PSCs, c False color cross-sectional SEM images of full stack nip
carbon electrode PSCs with P3HT and d PEDOT (scale bar 200 nm).
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substitute for highly toxic DMF/DMSO in MAPI, and 2-methylanisole for
the carbon ink, renders our devices as low-toxicity R2R-coated PSCs.

Conclusion
This studyhighlights the crucial significance of selecting an appropriate hole
transport material in determining the photovoltaic performance and sta-
bility of perovskite solar cells utilizing carbon electrodes for R2R applica-
tions. We conducted a comparative analysis of four commonly used HTL
materials: Spiro-MeOTAD, PTAA, PEDOT, and P3HT. The results
emphasize that the choice of HTL material significantly influences the
performance of PSCs employing carbon electrodes. We extended our
investigation from rigid ITO glass substrates to fully R2R coating of PET
ITOflexible substrateswith a resistivity of ~50Ω sq−1. TheR2Rdeviceswith
HTL PEDOT achieved a PCE of 10.6%, while those with P3HT attained a
PCE of 9.8%. Additionally, stability tests conducted under varying condi-
tions (D1 and D3) demonstrated that unencapsulated PSCs incorporating
carbon electrodes and these two HTLmaterials exhibited remarkable long-
term stability. The unencapsulated devices incorporating P3HT and
PEDOT demonstrated a remaining PCE of 85 and 75% after 90 days,
respectively, offering improved stability when P3HT was employed. While
both PEDOT and P3HT are compatible with 2-methylanisole as the carbon
ink solvent in fully R2R PSCs, selecting P3HT over PEDOT is more
favorable due to its higher humidity stability, use of a less toxic solvent, and
lower cost. Our findings offer valuable insights for optimizing PSC per-
formance in scalable production through R2R slot-die printing. This
advancement could potentially enable the cost-effective and high-

throughput fabrication of PSCs, making them suitable for emerging appli-
cations such as building-integrated photovoltaics.

Methods
Materials
All chemicals and solvents, including tin (iv) oxide colloidal dispersion
liquid (Alfa Aesar, 15% in H2O), P3HT (RMI-001EE, Rieke Metals), P3HT
(4002-EE, Rieke Metals), Poly(TriArylAmine)-PTAA (1-Material Inc),
spiro-MeOTAD powder (HPLC, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich), PEDOT (HTL
SOLAR3, Ossila), carbon black and graphite (Imerys), 1-butanol (Scientific
Laboratory Supplies, 99.8% anhydrous), methylamine solution (Fisher
Scientific, 33% in ethanol), 2-Methylanisole (Alfa Aesar, >99%), O-xylene
(Thermo Scientific Chemicals, 99%), F4TCNQ (M351 Ossila, >99%), lead
iodide (PbI2, TCI chemicals, 99.99%), methylammonium iodide (MAI,
greatcell solar, >99% anhydrous), were purchased and used as received,
without any further purification. Other chemicals and solvents, including
Lithium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide salt (LiTFSI, 99.99%), 4-tert-
butylpyridine (tBP, 96%), FK209 Co(iii) TFSI salt, ethyl cellulose, acetoni-
trile (99.8% anhydrous), and chlorobenzene (99.8% Anhydrous) were all
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

Spin-coat devices fabrication
The ITO glass substrates (sheet resistance:15Ω sq−1) underwent a cleaning
process using an ultrasonic bath cleaner involved the use of Hellmanex
solution (2%v in DI water), followed by a series of cleaning steps using DI
water, acetone, and isopropyl alcohol (IPA), each step lasting 10min. Once

Fig. 7 | Optimization of P3HT ink concentration for slot-die R2R coating and
corresponding photovoltaic performance in R2R fabricated devices. a Photos of
P3HT (20 mgml−1) in O-xylene agglomeration inside the slot-die syringe tubes,
b assessing the different concentrations of P3HT inO-xylene (OX1-20) compared to

chlorobenzene (CH20) after 24 h at room temperature, c P3HT solution with dif-
ferent concentrations (10, 5, and 1 mgml−1 in O-xylene) inside a tube, d statistical
distribution PCE of spin-coated PSCs with different concentrations of P3HT and e)
PV performance of R2R-coated PSCs with PEDOT and P3HT HTLs.
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the cleaning process was complete, the substrates were dried using N2

blowing and then treated with a UV-Ozone cleaner for 15min. This
treatment was aimed at improving their wetting ability and eliminating any
remaining contaminants on the surface of the substrates. To fabricate the
nip stack devices,first, the ETLwas formedby spincoating a diluted solution
(4.2%wt SnO2) of Tin (IV) oxide colloidal dispersion (15% in H2O) at 4000
rpm for 30 s, then annealing at 150 °C for 10min. The MAPI solution
(0.73M in acetonitrile) was spin-coated onto a tin oxide layer at 3000 rpm
for 60 s, followed by annealing at 115 °C for 10min. To prepare each HTL
material, the following solutions were made as the optimized recipe: P3HT:
the solution was made by dissolving 20mgml−1 of P3HT (in O-xylene)
along with 15 μl (per 1ml solution) of LiTFSI and tBT. The resulting
solution was stored at 60 °C overnight. PTAA: A solution of 10mgml−1 of
PTAA (in Toluene) was prepared and left to store at 60 °C overnight. Spiro-
MeOTAD:A solution of 90mgml−1 (in Chlorobenzene) was prepared, and
then20, 30, and 10 μl of LiTFSI (520mgml−1 inACN), 4-tert-butylpyridine
(tBT) and FK209 (300mgml−1 in ACN) were added (per 1ml solution) as
its dopants. PEDOT: the HTL SOLAR3 solution was used as purchased
without any further dilutions nor filtrations. All HTL solutions were coated
with the same spin-coating recipe, by spinning at 3000 rpm for 40 s and
annealing at 110 °C for 10min. Finally, carbon inkwas coatedusing a stencil
and then dried at 110 °C for 10min. The preparation details of carbon ink in
2-Methylanisole can be found in our previous work60.

Roll-to-roll devices fabrication
The Coatema smartcoater was used to coat the tin oxide solution onto a
50Ω sq−1 ITO substrate at a constant speedof 1mmin−1, using a roll-to-roll
slot-die coating process. No further cleaning or corona treatment was
employed. The solution was diluted to 1.2%wt with DI water and 10%
1-Butanol andwas printedwith awetfilm thickness of 7 μm(optimum), at a
width of 90mm, using a 1mm meniscus guide and a 200 μm gap. The
coated substrate was dried at 140 °C. Afterward, the 0.73MMAPI solution
was coatedusing theparameters of 1mmmeniscus guide, a 200 μmgap, and
a wet film thickness of 7 μm (optimum) at a width of 90mm. Following
coating, an air knife with a nitrogen flow of 50 l min−1 was immediately
used, and the coated substrate was dried at an oven setpoint of 150 °C. The
PEDOT and P3HT layers were individually coated with varying wet film
thicknesses of 3–6 (for PEDOT) and 2–7 (for P3HT) to determine the
optimal thickness. The P3HT solution was prepared by dissolving
5mgml−1 of P3HT in O-xylene. Both HTLs were coated with a 0.25mm
meniscus guide and a 150 μm gap at a width of 90mm. After coating, the
layerswere dried at 140 °C. The striped-pattern carbon electrodewas coated
using a method similar to our previous work60.

Characterization
To compare the quenching ability of HTLs, the steady-state photo-
luminescence spectra were acquired using the FS5 spectrofluorometer
Edinburgh instrument, employing an excitation wavelength of 430 nm
and a 496 nm long-pass filter in the emission pathway. Using aminibeam
6-gas cluster ion source, the XPS maps were carried out on a Kratos Axis
Supra XPS instrument. The cross-section of films grown on a PET sub-
strate was achieved in a Zeiss Crossbeam 550 FIB Field emission gun—
scanning electron microscope. The Ga source FIB was operated in
standard configuration with the sample surface perpendicular to the ion
beam, tilted 54° to the electron beam column. Ahigh current 30 kV 15 nA
probe was used to rough trench the area, before the cross-section face was
developed using lowering 30 kV probes to 30 kV 700 pA and a 55.4° tilt.
The images were then recorded with an InLens secondary electron
detector, and backscattered electron images were achieved with a filtered
ESB detector. Atomic force microscopy (JPKNanoWizard 3) is also used
to measure the roughness of the MAPI, PEDOT, and P3HT layers.
28 mm × 28mm samples were scanned using the AFM over areas of
10 μm× 10 μm. The instrument was set to tapping mode, and samples
were measured using low-stiffness Nanoworld FM50 AFM cantilevers.
The scanning images were analysed using Gwyddion software (Version

2.62) to collect information on topography and determine the root mean
squared (RMS) roughness.

To perform photovoltaic performance measurements on the full
devices, a Keithley 2400 source meter and a solar simulator (Newport oriel
Sol3A) were utilized. J–V curves were measured at 1 sun aftmouser cali-
bration. A 5 s light soaking was applied before the potential I–V scans. All
J–V curves were measured at room temperature, using a reverse scan (from
1.1 to −0.1 V) and a forward scan (from −0.1 to 1.1 V) under a constant
scan speed of 85mV s−1. The active area of all devices was defined by amask
on top of the device holder, with a size of 0.09 cm². Moreover, EQE curves
were obtained using a custom-built system, which consisted of Xenon arc
and Quartz halogen white light sources, and a Bentham TMc300 mono-
chromator. The EQE curves were measured across a wavelength range of
300–800 nm.

Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available in the sup-
plementary material of this article.
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